
React.js Developer

VMI Studio Careers

Working collaboratively, we

bring to life ideas that are a joy

to experience.



VMI Studio are looking for an experienced React

JavaScript Developer to join our dynamic young team in

Oval, London. We are a creative technology studio

specialising in architecture and gallery spaces. We are

looking for a Developer to join our team to help us

develop our web application platform, Luna, which is a 

market disruptor in terms of brining high-fidelity content

for real estate onto the web. 

We are looking for a hungry and talented Developer

who wants to join a creative team to create the very

best web-based visual platform and help us

revolutionise the use of digital technologies from

applications, to web applications and PWAs. 



The Developer should have a good level of experience

in react and an interest in all things visual, with

particular focus WebGL / Web GPU.

Demonstrable knowledge of React.js

Redux

Skilled in CSS Layout and Responsive Design

GIT/Source control

Practical experience of agile development methodology

A collaborative and team player with excellent communication

skills

Web based animation skills (react-spring, framer-motion, gsap)

Knowledge of Node

Knowledge of Zustand

Knowledge of various operating systems and browsers

(windows, iOS, Android, etc.)

CAD and 3D design background

Experience with Three.js and React-three-fibre

Development experience in server-side web applications using

languages such as PHP. 

Experience with C#

Experience with Unity or Unreal Engine

Essential requirements: 

Desirable but not essential:



 

Put simply, we take the shackles off technology
and put imagination at the forefront of delivery. 

We are a creative digital
studio and consultancy.
We are thinkers,
designers, makers and
doers.
VMI is a visually led, Experience Agency operating at the

intersection of art and technology. Our approach is both

consultative and instructive encompassing visualisation,

immersive content, strategic consultancy, and brand

design.


